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JUSTICE 1
But people must understand that the word is the pedal of thought—that each word is a thunderbearing arrow.
Loss of the true significance of concepts has contributed much to contemporary savagery. People
strew pearls about like sand. Verily, it is time to replace many definitions.
New Era Community #47
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always 3: The positive or initiating energy,
ust to start, I think that Justice is one
the receptive or negative energy and the
of the more maligned “Pearls” in the
energy that links the positive and negative
Hierarchy of the Principles of Physics
into a whole. These are the energies which
which are the Cosmos. A few of the other
time has designated, and thereby made
Principles, also maligned to relative
rather obscure, as The Father, the Mother
degrees, are pearls we name as Freedom,
(and at least in the west) the Holy Ghost.
Liberty, Beauty and Truth. This maligning
We will have some few
of Principles is not the
remarks
to
make
result
of
simple
about
this
last
ignorance. Rather it is
There can be no Justice, no
descriptor which was
the result of the
lasting forms without the
the product of early
calculated efforts of
binding energy of Love.
Catholicism later.
those
within
the
Human Family who
In the language of
have
over
the
higher physics, the
centuries of evolution become very
linking energy is called love. There can be
powerful and work constantly by
no Justice, no lasting forms without the
subversion and overt acts of terror and
binding energy of Love. None of the Laws
efforts to dominate the Free World to
of physics, those physics which concern
maintain their separative, exclusive wealth
dense matter and those physics which
and power, and to literally prevent the
concern Cosmic Energies such as Liberty,
overwhelming majority of human beings to
Freedom, Beauty, can be violated. That is
participate and evolve in the equilibrium of
why they are called Laws.
Justice.
All
dense
physical
forms
like
Humanity does not make justice. Justice
constellations, solar systems or planets, or
is. Justice embodies all forms in cosmos
machine guns, bombs and air planes,
from a quark to a constellation. Justice is
conform to these Laws. Also, the nonthe Physics that keep the planets of a solar
dense forms used by humanity to organize
system in their orbits or quarks in
its presence on the planet, like the political,
manifestation.
economic, and educational, systems, must
conform to the laws of physics to maintain
Justice is equilibrium or balance. Justice is
their presence. Systems: governments,
the presence of the manifestation of forms
economic, political that are not in harmony
in matter. There can be no forms without
with these Cosmic Laws will sooner or
Justice, or balance, or integrity, or
later disintegrate. We see this cycle as
equilibrium. Justice is never One. It is
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Evolution. Humanity is and has from the
beginning been engaged in the effort to
“build a more stately mansion”. History
contains the feeble remains of our efforts
so far

Free Will
Humanity has Free Will. How we develop
and use these forms is up to us. When we
develop or use these forms in manners
that are out of harmony with any of the
Laws of physics, in ways that upset the
natural Justice or Equilibrium or balance of
Life, including Human life, on the Planet
we generate pain suffering and death.
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These effects are not the work of some
angry old guy with a beard punishing his
misbehaving children. They are the
unavoidable results, the lessons of trying
to work outside of the Laws of Physics that
govern the Cosmos. These effects are, as
are the effects of generating Beauty and
Harmony when working within the Laws of
cosmic Physics, unavoidable.
This is Justice, perfect harmony, balance,
and beauty, like a ballerina on her toes.

“Hope” is the thing with feathers That perches in the soul And sings the tune without the words And never stops - at all And sweetest - in the Gale - is heard And sore must be the storm That could abash the little Bird
That kept so many warm I’ve heard it in the chilliest land And on the strangest Sea Yet - never - in Extremity,
It asked a crumb - of me.
E. Dickinson
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